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THE WORST SNOWFALLS ARE NO MATCH FOR CUB CADET’S NEW LINE
OF PROFESSIONAL SNOW THROWERS THAT OFFER FEATURES
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST-TIME EVER
Cleveland, Ohio – June 3, 2016 – Snow pros who battle the worst of worst when it comes to heavy,
deep snow now have a new ally.
For the first time in the industry, patented three-stage technology has combined with professionalgrade equipment on Cub Cadet’s new line of professional snow throwers to provide the strength and
performance needed to slice through heavy, deep accumulations.
The 3X PRO Series uses a patented three-stage system to plow through snow up to 50 percent faster
than a traditional Cub Cadet 2X two-stage snow thrower. These units feature a larger, 14-inch
accelerator for greater power and 12-gauge steel side panels for increased durability. The H units
feature a hydrostatic transmission for improved walking speeds.
“Until now, you couldn’t buy anything like this anywhere,” said Andrew Ziemba, product marketing
manager for Cub Cadet. “When the pros are working in sub-zero temperatures around the clock to clear
paths for the rest of us, they want products that are going to power through the snow and ice to get
them to the next job. We take pride in engineering and manufacturing strong, durable products that
provide value to professionals during the toughest winter conditions.”
There are four models available ranging from 30” to 34” clearing widths with our without hydrostatic
transmissions. Cub Cadet X Series snow throwers offer a premium one-year limited commercial
warranty and a three-year residential warranty.
Cub Cadet 3X PRO series snow throwers are available exclusively at Cub Cadet Independent Dealers. To
learn more, visit www.CubCadet.com.
About Cub Cadet
Established in 1961, Cub Cadet designs and builds outdoor power vehicles and equipment using the
highest quality components sourced locally and globally. Through a dedicated and extensive network of
dealers and retailers, Cub Cadet delivers an expanding line of utility vehicles that cover all aspects of
grounds care for professional and homeowners. Based in Valley City, Ohio, Cub Cadet is recognized
worldwide for its legacy in engineering excellence and its progressive dedication to exceeding owner
expectations by delivering on its promise of better products, a better experience and better results. Cub
Cadet products are also built in America for top quality. For more information on all Cub Cadet
products, visit www.CubCadet.com.
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